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ABSTRACT: The polyglutamine tract length represents a key regulator for the Huntington’s disease toxicity level and its
aggregation rates, often being related to helical structural conformations. In this study, we performed all-atom MD simulations on
mutant Huntingtin-Exon1 protein with additional mutation spots, aiming to observe the corresponding structural and dynamical
changes at the level of the helix. The simulated structures consist of three sets of Q residue mutations into P residues (4P, 7P, and
9P), with each set including different spots of mutations: random along the mutant sequence (R models), at the edges of the helix (E
models), as well as at the edges and in the middle of the helix (EM models). At the helical level, our results predict less compactness
profiles for a higher number of P mutations (7P and 9P models) with particular mutation spots at the edges and at the edges-middle
of the helix. Moreover, the C-alpha atom distances decreased for 7P and 9P models in comparison to 4P models, and the RMSF
values show the highest fluctuation rates for 9P models with point mutations at the edges and in the middle of the helix. The
secondary structure analysis suggests greater structural transitions from α-helices to bends, turns, and random coils for 7P and 9P
models, particularly for point mutations considered at the edges and in the middle of the helical content. The obtained results
support our hypothesis that specific key-point mutations along the helical conformation might have an antagonistic effect on the
toxic helical content’s formation.
KEYWORDS: Huntington’s disease, polyglutamine tract, proline-rich domain, helical conformation, neurodegeneration,
molecular dynamics

■ INTRODUCTION

Huntington’s disease (HD) is a rare, inherited disease
described by progressive loss of the nerve cells in the brain.
Because of the genetic mutation that takes place at the level of
the first exon (Ex.1), HD is characterized by movement
disorders, physical and behavioral changes, cognitive disorders,
and psychiatric conditions as well.1

The formation of polyglutamine (polyQ) tracts is one of the
most debated issues in the literature, focusing on amyloid-like
fibrils formation.2,3 Considering that the mutation consists of
additional glutamine (Q) residues, the mutated structures are
able to form complementary interfaces with identical seg-
ments.4,5 Consequently, amyloid-like fibrils are considered to

be formed through assembly of steric zipper two self-
complementary β-sheets.4 On the other hand, this particular
conformational assembly mechanism was found for a large
variety of proteins, although not all of them presented the β-
sheet configuration. A general assumption for this conforma-
tional behavior would be that β-sheet formation mainly
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depends on specific amino acid sequences.4,6 Starting from this
hypothesis, the present study focuses on particular sequences
that might have a reverse effect on the mutation, but at the
helical level.
The evolution of neurotoxic conformations of mutant

Huntingtin (m-Htt) protein are not stand-alone processes,
and the implications of the other regions flanking the polyQ
tract (N17 terminal domain, for example)7 are being
considered as a fundamental approach for a better under-
standing of the polyQ aggregation mechanism.
From the same perspective, proline rich domains (PRDs)

have been extensively discussed in the literature,8−10 especially
because of the amino acid’s distinctive structure. The cyclic
side chain of the proline residue reduces its conformational
flexibility, therefore affecting the secondary structure (SS) of
different nearby interacting partners.9 Another point of interest
is that proline residues cannot act as hydrogen bond donors,
because when the amino acid is involved in a peptide bond, the
amide proton is being replaced by a CH2 group. On the other
hand, the proline residue is a strong hydrogen bond acceptor.9

Yet another important feature is that many PR sequences can
contain glutamine residues as well, as it is found in the
huntingtin protein sequence. Interestingly, proline is known to
disrupt α-helix and β-sheet structures, even though it is
commonly found at the beginning of these particular
conformations.6,8,9 For extended PRDs, proline can also
adopt loops considered to act as flexible linkers between
different parts of the protein which makes the structural
dynamics of this residue even more interesting if we take into
account that loops are generally being exposed to solvents.9,10

At the level of huntingtin mutants (m-Htt), the toxicity
levels were shown to increase for higher aggregation rates
allowing for β-sheet structure formation.11 The exact role of
PRDs at the mutant level remains unknown. However, it is
generally considered that proline tracts might be strictly
involved in protein−protein interacting mechanisms, especially
because, at the N-terminal domain, for wild type (WT)
structures, the deletion of proline residues had no significant
impact on its structural behavior.12 Also, previous studies13−16

have described the influence of PRD on the HTT mutant with
P residues situated at the flanking region level; therefore, our
interest was oriented to the impact of the P residues on the
conformational changes of the polyQ tract.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Radius of Gyration. Mutant Htt Protein Compactness
Level. The compactness level of a protein represents a key
structural parameter related to its folding/unfolding processes.
The native states (the starting folded conformations) of the
mutants were clearly altered when the Q residues were
mutated into P residues. All of the structures started from Rg
values around 1.45−1.47 nm. For random models, the Rg
values showed variations between 7PR models and 9PR
models from 1.15 to 1.18 nm. The 4P mutation models (4PR
and 4P(E)) presented the same averaged Rg value of 1.15 nm.
It is worth noting that for the random models the number of Q
mutated residues along the helix is much lower in comparison
to the other models were all the proline residues were
concentrated mainly at the helical level.
In contrast, when the proline residues were situated at the

edges or at the edges and in the middle of the helix, the Rg
values presented a significant decrease. As a result, we observed
that the structure compactness decreases with the increased
number of mutated P residues. Furthermore, this decrease was
seen to be related not only to the number of mutations but also
to the particular spots along the helix where Qs were mutated
into Ps (Figure 1).
For 7P mutation points, the Rg averaged value of 1.16 nm for

random spots presented a slight increase to 1.17 nm for edges
and middle spots. In contrast, from the 9P random model with
Rg of 1.18 nm, the model where the proline residues were
situated at the edges and in the middle of the helix presented a
decreased Rg value of 1.16 nm. After 50 ns of simulation time,
the largest decreases in Rg values were observed for the edges-
middle models (Figure 1) with the highest compactness level
for the 9P(EM) model.

Radius of Gyration on the Region of Interest. The Rg of
the helical content was measured with gmx analysis tools by
using an indexed group of atoms comprising the range between
the amino acid residue 16 and 30, respectively.
At the helical level, the random models presented similar

gyration behavior. The average values for 4PR and 9PR were
0.79 and 0.78 nm, while the Rg value for 7PR model was 0.77
nm. This result might imply the fact that, at this level, the
relevance of P mutated residue number is reduced. On the
other hand, when particular mutated spots were considered
(Figure 2), the Rg values pointed out significant variations

Figure 1. Radius of gyration plots for nine PRO models.
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which were correlated with disruptions of the helical
conformation.
At the helical level, the Rg measurements showed decreased

values for higher number of P mutated residues situated at the
edges of the helix (0.74 nm for 4P model and 0.73 nm for 9P
model) and even lower values for structures with point
mutations at the edges and in the middle of the helix (0.71 nm

for 9P model with point mutations at the edges and in the

middle of the helix) (Figure 3). These fluctuations were
associated with large conformational changes. Moreover, the
resulted unfolding states at the level of the helix were strongly
related to the reduced motifs for helical secondary structure

conformations.

Figure 2. Radius of gyration variations for random models (left) and for edges-middle models (right) with mutation points at the level of the helix.

Figure 3. Radius of gyration at the helical level for nine PRO models.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the indexed group of atoms used for α-C(16) and α-C(30) distance measurements.
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As shown in Figure 3, a higher number of mutations implies
greater importance for the spot of mutations. The 4PR model
presented the highest Rg value of 0.79 nm, while the lowest
average value of 0.71 nm was obtained for 9P mutations at the
edges and in the middle of the helix (9P(EM)).
Distances between C-α Atoms. Distances between the

geometrical centers of α-carbon atoms were also measured in
order to establish a correlation between Rg values and the
helical disruptions. The edges of the helix were considered as a
single indexed group of atoms. From all the constituent atoms
of residue 16 and residue 30, only the two α-carbon atoms (see
Figure 4) were considered for further analysis.
Helical disruptions are characterized by conformational

transitions from highly packed helices to irregular and flexible
loops or random coils. Taking into account that higher Rg
values denote significant conformational changes, which in our
case means partial deletion of the helical content, we expected
that also distances between the edges of the helix might
present appropriate values (decreased values) that can support
our hypothesis.
The random models predict an increase in distance (with

0.19 nm) between the 4P and 7P models, even though the
distance between the helical edges for 9P model was larger
(2.10 nm) in comparison to the other two models. In other
words, for the random models where proline residues were
situated all over the input m-HTT structure, it is difficult to
provide a clear rule that might describe the disruption
processes.
The correlation between helical disruption and C-alpha

distances was analyzed for models with same number of P
mutations but on different mutation points (for example:

9P(E) and 9P(EM)) and for different numbers of mutations
but on the same mutation points (4P(E) and 9P(E)). When a
higher number of proline residues (9P model) was placed
directly on the helix, the distances between the edges
decreased. The largest distance of 2.16 nm was noted for the
9P random (9PR) model, while the smallest distance of 1.66
nm was seen for the same model but with point mutations on
the edges and in the middle of the helix (9P(EM)).
As expected, as the number of mutations increases, the spot

of mutation becomes crucial. From the plotted results (Figure
5), we may consider that starting with a higher number of
mutations (>9P), the occupied mutation spots that favor the
helical disruptions are on the edges and in the middle of the
helix.

Root Mean Square Fluctuations on Helical Conformation.
Although the RMSF values within the random models
decreased with the increased number of proline residues
(0.24 nm for 4P, 0.18 nm for 7P models and 0.16 nm for 9P
model), the maximum RMSF value (of 0.25 nm) was related to
9P mutation model with mutation spots at the edges and in the
middle of the helix.
The increased RMSF values (Figure 6, right) suggest a

partial increase in the structures’ flexibility which can be
assigned to partial helical disruptions. In accordance to lower
Rg values at the level of the helix (for 9P(EM)), the higher
RMS fluctuations (0.24 and 0.25 nm) were observed for edges
and middle mutation spots for 7P and 9P models.
The largest difference between models was related to the 4P

and 9P models with mutation points on the edges and on the
edges and in the middle of the helix. For 4P(E), the average

Figure 5. Plotted distances between α-C(16) and α-C(30) for random, edges, and edges-middle models.

Figure 6. RMSF per residues (for residue numbers 16−30) for random models (left) and for edges and edges-middle models (right).
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RMSF was 0.18 nm, in contrast to the RMSF value of 0.25 nm
for the 9P(EM) model.
Our hypothesis is that the higher RMS fluctuations of the

helix belong to transitional conformational states. The RMSF
values were slightly higher for residue numbers 24−30 which
leads us to a new hypothesis that the partial helical disruption
occurs not only within particular number and points of
mutations, but also from a certain direction. We must point out
that the mutation spots and P residue numbers were situated
symmetrically on both helical edges.

Secondary Structure Analysis. The secondary structure
analysis was made explicitly on the helical content (A-helix, 5-
helix, and 3-helix) starting from residue number 16 to residue
number 30, using the DSSP17 analysis tool incorporated in the
GROMACS18 simulation package. For random models (Figure
7), the structural elements were comparable and we observed
all types of helical conformations, bends, turns, and coils. The
starting configuration at the level of the helix for the random
models, as for the other two sets of models, was entirely helical.
Although the mutated Q residues into P residues were all

over the input sequences for random models, the presence of

Figure 7. Secondary structure of 4P and 9P random models and the selected corresponding simulated structures (per run) on the right, with the
resulting helical content (in blue). Each longitudinal plot represents one run.

Figure 8. Secondary structure of 4P and 9P edges models and the selected corresponding simulated structures (per run) on the right, with the
resulting helical content (in blue). Each longitudinal plot represents one run.
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at least one P residue at the helical level favored its
conformational disruption. However, this deletion presented
no involvement into the significance of the mutations from a
quantitative point of view. The overall structural changes
between the models with lower number (4PR) and higher
number (9PR) of Q mutated residues were almost the same, as
shown in Figure 7.
Regarding the P residues distribution, the only difference

between the edges and edges-middle models, as input
structures, was one single Q residue from the middle of the
helix that was mutated into P residue. In these models, the
number of point mutations becomes more relevant with
respect to the helical disruption.
The number of residues forming helices decreases with the

increased number of P residues for the edges models (Figure
8). At this point, we can assume that once the P residues
occupied a favorable mutated spot, the increased number of
mutations in that particular spot promotes greater structural
changes.
From the polyQ number point of view, after the 4P

mutation, the entire input structure contained 41 Q residues.
On the other hand, after the 9P mutation, the polyQ tract
decreased to 36 Q residues which is also considered to be the
Huntington disease’s threshold. Moreover, the input helical
content for residues 16−30, on both 9P(E) and 4P(E), was the
same. As a result of these simulations, the mutated 9P(E)
model presented a lower number of helical elements. On the
other hand, when 9P models were compared (Figures 8 and 9)
we observed that the edges-middle model presented the lowest
number of resulting helical residues from all of the 9P models.
The increased values of RMS fluctuations shown in Figure 6

(right) are in agreement with the decreased number of residues
that are still presenting helical content (Figures 8 and 9) by the
end of the simulation. This confirms again that, for a certain
number of mutations (9P mutations for example) that must act
as a threshold unit, the spot of mutation (random, edges, or
edges-middle) becomes crucial for the helical content’s
disruption that must be considered.

From all of the mutated structures, the 7P and 9P edges-
middle models (Figure 9) presented the lowest number of
remaining helical residues. Most of the initial helical content of
the 7P(EM) and 9P(EM) models converted into bends, turns,
and random coils. For the 7P edges-middle models, the
presence of turn conformations is lower in comparison to the
9P(EM) model, where the turns from 7P(EM) changed into a
higher number of random coils.
For the edges-middle models, the structural changes

presented the lowest number of resulting helical residues
from all of the input structures. In contrast, the edges models
were seen to adopt more 5-helical conformations which are
structural reactions to single point amino acids mutations into
pre-existing α-helical content.19 The interchanges between α-
helices and 5-helices can be assigned to alterations into the
protein’s functionality.20 As seen in Figure 8, the 9P(E) and
7P(E) models are the most abundant in these type of helices.
Although our interest was mainly focused on the helical

content at the level of residue numbers 16−30, it is important
to outline that the presence of α-helix conformations from the
N-terminal HTT domain involves high overall structural
stability. As we mentioned before, the number of Qs in the
mutated structures was 36, 38, and 41, respectively, and it was
demonstrated that the helical conformation gradually increases
with the increase of polyQ tract length.21 In our models, more
α-helical configurations at the N-terminal domain were
observed for mutation points distributed randomly along the
helix. Additionally, higher structural stability on Htt mutants
was seen to have antagonistic effects on physiological
behaviors, and thus, less structural stability induced by the
presence of coil, turn, and bend conformations might decrease
the potential polyQ aggregation rates.
The correlation between RMSF, alpha-C distances, and

DSSP analysis demonstrates that multiple GLN into PRO
mutations in our models induce large structural changes with
high potential impact on the HTT mutant dynamical behavior.
From the well-known premise that PRO residues favor
disruption of the helical content, our tested sequences promote

Figure 9. Secondary structure of edges-middle models and the selected corresponding simulated structures (per run) on the right, with the
resulting helical content (in blue). Each longitudinal plot represents one run.
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the transitions from helical into loop configurations. As an
ultimate effect of it, the toxic helical conformations might
become less stable and highly soluble in solvents.
These results can help scientists in this field to generate (at a

theoretical or experimental level), through specificity (in terms
of number of mutations and spots of mutation), higher rates of
helical disruption and perhaps not only in Huntington’s disease
but also in other amyloid-like structured diseases where
identical polymerized residues can fold into distinctive amyloid
configurations.

■ SCIENTIFIC CONCEPTS AND METHODS
The present study was conducted on three different types of
mutations. Considering the previously reported theoretical data10

which supports the hypothesis that cerebral inclusions are being
formed for polyQ tracts longer than 36−40 Qs, the starting sequence
used for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations contained the last
three residues from the N-terminal domain (KSF), the 45 Qs
considered as the mutation itself, the 11 proline residues (P11), and
the next three residues (QLP) from the PRD. The input m-HTT with
45 Q residues was obtained from three validated and published PDB
files (4FEB,22 4FE8,22 and 3IOW23) as follows: the N-terminal
section KSF (with 7 Qs) was modeled from the 4FEB file to get the
required α-helical content; the helix of interest (residues 16−30) was
modeled from the 4FE8 (chain C) file (the HIS residues were
changed into GLN, preserving the same residue’s orientation); the
last 6Q 11P QLP sequence from 3IOW file was used to obtain the
loop configurations at the PRD level. To obtain the full 45 Qs α-
helical content, we modeled the other Qs in Avogadro24 software
where we connected the Q residues according to their chirality. The
full Ex.1 sequence was not used in this study because our interest was
to observe dynamical and structural changes strictly on the polyQ
tract (at the level of 16−30 Qs) as a result of several specific
mutations.
The purpose of these mutations (Figure 10), where several Q

residues were mutated into P residues, was to act as an adversary
factor at the mutant level by disrupting the helical conformation and
consequently, turning the entire SS into loops. Most of the proline
residues in the Htt (WT or mutant) sequence tend to adopt random
coil and/or loops; therefore, we considered the possibility that a

specific proline sequence (in terms of number and places) might be
able to break the helical conformation of the mutant.

In the first model, four Q residues were mutated into P and the
mutations were made at the edges of the helical content (model
4P(E)). For the second model, the mutated seven Q residues were
considered at the edges of the helix (3 P residues on each side) and
one P residue right in the middle of it (7P(EM)). In the same
manner, the model with nine mutation spots was divided into two
distinctive structures: one with 4 P residues mutated on the edges of
the helix and another P residue closer to the PRD (9P(E)), while in
the other structure the proline closer to PRD was inserted this time in
the middle of the (large) helix.

A control model was designed for each type of mutation where the
same number of proline residues was placed randomly along the m-
Htt sequence (Figure 10B). It is important to mention that also the
random models (xPR) presented at least one proline residue (for
4PR) at the level of the helix. For the other two models (7PR and
9PR), the helical content consisted of two and three P residues,
respectively.

All-atom simulations were performed using the latest version of the
GROMACS package18 and united-atom GROMOS43a2 force field.26

The structures were solvated with simple point charge (SPC) water
model27 in a cubic box of 1.0 nm distance between the model of
interest and the box edges. In order to neutralize the systems,
counterions (chloride ions) were added. The minimization step was
carried out by steepest descent method and the systems reached their
minimum potential energies in less than 550 ps.

Prior multiple all-atom MD simulations for 100 ns the structures
were equilibrated in two stages. The NVT ensemble (with constant
number of particle, volume, and temperature) and NPT ensemble
(with constant number of particle, pressure, and temperature) were
performed for 10 ns, where the system temperature was kept constant
at 300 K. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were constrained using
LINCS (LINear Constraint Solver) algorithm.28 During the
simulations, the temperature and pressure couplings were on and a
modified Berendsen thermostat and Parrinello−Rahman barostat
were used. For a higher accuracy the temperature coupling was made
using two coupling groups and a time constant of 0.1 ps. The isotropic
pressure coupling was set at 1 bar with a time constant of 2.0 ps.

Figure 10. Input structures (B, C) modeled from m-HTT protein with 45 Qs (A), and their starting configuration points. The input m-HTT with
45 Qs was modeled in PyMol25 and Avogadro24 software using the PDB files encoded 4FEB,22 4FE8,22 and 3IOW23 as input crystal structures. All
the mutations (colored in green) illustrated in (B) and (C) were performed in PyMol with the mutagenesis option, from where the right starting-
ending terminals of the proline residues were selected.
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■ CONCLUSIONS

Although the random models of 4P, 7P, and 9P mutations did
not suggest specific behavioral patterns, the edges and edges-
middle models presented structural and dynamical character-
istics that supported our initial hypothesis.
At the m-HTT-Ex.1 compactness level, we observed that Rg

values increases by increasing the number of P mutated
residues. On the other hand, for helical content, the Rg results
showed significant decreases in the averaged values which were
afterward correlated with high RMS fluctuations (0.25 nm
highest value for 9P(EM) model) and consequently to
potential disruptions of the helical conformation. In addition,
the edges-middle mutation spots point to greater impact on the
helical disruption. The 4P(R) model presented the highest Rg
value of 0.79 nm, while the lowest average value of 0.71 nm
was obtained for 9P(EM).
The largest value of Cα−Cα distances (2.16 nm) observed

for moderate helical disruption was noted for 9P models with
point mutations situated randomly along the helix, while the
smallest distance (of 1.66 nm) between the helical edges was
seen for 9P model with point mutations on the edges and in
the middle of the helix. These results were correlated with the
secondary structure analysis. Considering the presented results,
the 4P models (with 41 Q residues) outlined less structural
changes with higher helical content in comparison to the other
two (7P and 9P) models.
The present study is based on several mutations along the

polyQ tract with certain polyP sequences, for which in gene
therapy this replacement within the two residues (GLN into
PRO) might reduce the formation of helical structures.
Furthermore, the results showed no β-sheet formation in our
trajectories, and consequently, our results are in agreement
with the hypothesis that proline is able to break both α-helix
and β-sheet contents. Thus, we propose a quantitative
mutational threshold of 9P residues with spots of mutation
on the edges and in the middle of the helix for higher rates of
helical disruption. As a potential perspective of these findings,
further investigations from a dynamical point of view are
mandatory in order to gain insights into how exactly these type
of mutants interact with other partners, other HTT mutants, or
receptors.
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